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1. The structure scheme, appearance diagram and other attached diagrams in sample are examples, 
there is no strict proportion requirement. If you need exact dimension of certain types, please contact 
our sales dept.. (The unmarked dimension units are mm).

2. Gear unit has been tested before delivered, users should add lubrication oil before running.

3. We can only refer to the marked oil in the mannul. Actual oil filling level should be the same with 
the mark on oil immersion lens.

4. Lubrication oil viscosity should be selected according to working conditions and ambient 
temperature.

5. To prevent accidents, all the rotation parts should be added with protective covers according to 
safety regulation of the nation and region.

Note!
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T series spiral bevel gear units

The exact ratio of T series can be 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1, 3:1, 4:1, 5:1.

Mounting position can be selected by positions.

Double input shaft.

Multiple output shaft.

T series can be used for speed increase and decrease when the ratio is not 1:1.

The spiral bevel gear can be forward reverse, transmission stability, quiet running, small vibration and large bearing capacity.

Sectional drawings:

1. Housing

2. X-shaft seat

3. X-shaft

4. Y-shaft

5. Spiral bevel gear

6. Spiral bevel gear

7. Cover

8. Cover

9. Bearing

10. Seal

11. Oil immersion lens

Direction of rotation:

One X-shaft Two X-shafts

Two extended shafts Three extended shafts Three extended shafts 4 extended shafts

Note: Direction of rotation of the output shaft varies with that of input shaft.
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Relation between input shaft and speed.

When X shaft inputs 100 r/min, 
Y shaft outputs 50 r/min.

When Y-shaft inputs 100 r/min, 
X shaft outputs 200 r/min.

Reducer Increaser

e. g. : i = 2

Type designation:

Application examples:
Side by side transmission Lifter

Stereo Garage Amusement Packer

One gear unit drives both chain 
pulleys to roll at the same speed.

T series Size

T series Size

Ratio Shaft arrangement mode Mounting positions

Ratio Shaft arrangement mode Mounting positions
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Gear unit weight:

Weight(kgs)

Radial force on shaft(Fr)(N m):

X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft X-shaft  Y-shaft

Note: For lower output speed, apply the largest Fr2 value in each type.

Driven machine factor f1:

Operating hours per day (h)

Note: Apply values in the brackets when starts per hour are 10 times or more.

Size

.
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1. Apply 10 r/min when speed of X-shaft is less than 10 r/min.
2. “    ”Please consult us when order models with gray mark or when input speed is more than 1450 r/min.
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1. Apply 10 r/min when speed of X-shaft is less than 10 r/min.
2. “    ”Please consult us when order models with gray mark or when input speed is more than 1450 r/min.
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Relation between shaft arrangement and direction of rotation; Mounting positions and dimensions:
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Note: The input shaft dimension would be changed as following when ratio is 4:1 or 5:1.
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TB series spiral bevel gear units

TB series spiral bevel gear units are developed on the base of T series spiral bevel gear units.

1. Output rotation can be forward reverse or stop while input rotation is not changed.

2. It has one Y-shaft design and two Y-shafts design. In two Y-shaft design, any Y-shaft could be stopped rotating independently.

3. If the ratio is not 1:1, please contact our sales dept..

4. We listed TB6, TB7, TB8, TB10, TB12, TB16 in this manual. For other sizes, please consult our sales dept..

Ratio Shaft arrangement mode Mounting positions

Relation between shaft arrangement and direction of rotation; Mounting positions and dimensions:

Note: 1.“    ”means “no rotation”.
         2. For other mounting positions, 
             please consult our sales dept..

Type designation:
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Note: 1.“    ”means “no rotation”.
         2. For other mounting positions, 
             please consult our sales dept..
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If the gear unit should be equipped with flange, hollow shaft, or splined shaft, please consult our sales dept..

With input/output hollow shaft

With input/output flange
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